Sun in Sagittarius/Moon in Capricorn:
Funnyman
You cover sadness under a painted smile like the laughing clown. As you grew older,
you probably became powerfully goal-oriented even though in youth, you may have
been impulsive and given to adventure. You are insecure and in all likelihood feel a lot
of doubt and even fear. One way you try to exceed and eliminate those feelings is
proving yourself. You may seem untroubled, affirmative, and playful on the outside,
but below that devil-may-care persona is a very compulsive, somewhat profound, and
ambitious person. You are a very sober and earthy Sagittarian. Although calculating
and practical, you tend to think in big, theoretical terms. You have a pessimistic
temperament that often shows through no matter how idealistic and affirmative you
may seem. In reality you are very aloof and detached but to others you seem happy
and outgoing. To the career oriented Sagittarius-Capricorn isolation frequently is a
threat. Ambition can become all-consuming and can even remove you from those
near you because you see the world as a place of difficulty and hardship. Do not let
ambition become your life even though you have the vision, astuteness, and
persistence to accomplish a lot. Try relaxing more and accepting your real nature and
do not place incredible demands on yourself. You do not have any difficulty gathering
your thoughts because you invariably know your own mind and you are organized and
extremely efficient. You can do a great deal for people by using your mental ability to
reveal evil and hypocrisy; your perception of things around you is amazing. Very selfexamining, you spend perhaps too much time thinking about yourself. Engrossment
with your own issue leads to extreme egoism, but remember your combination shows
a lot of wisdom and depth. If you desire to be loved and accepted, you must try to give
to people so remember, you only receive what you give. You have plenty of wit and
your keen comments always hit home, even though they generally emphasize the
darker side of things. You may elect to play the part of clown or jester socially to
defend your sensitivity and prevent getting hurt. However, you are very serious.
Woody Allen, writer-humorist and satirist-philosopher Voltaire, are both SagittariusCapricorns. With your reason and exact mind, you win most debates.

